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DogWork Concepts  
and  

The Relationship to Teaching 
 
 
The Concepts relating to CanineFreestyle DogWork® have been developed from aesthetic 
principles, rules of choreography, and movement theories. Concepts are invaluable tools to:     
     *  Develop and organize Presentations 
     *  Express movement artistically in presentation 
     *  Craft movement choreographically with music 
     *  Train DogWork teams to execute and express movement creatively and artistically. 
   
 CanineFreestyle DogWork® defines movement as a team responsibility.   
     *  the dog's and/or the team's trained movement is the focus  
     *  the human partner frames and enhances the movement focus by balancing and        
         harmonizing with the dog's movement   
     *  dynamically emphasizing the team shape; expressing the oneness of their relationship. 
 
DogWork lessons approach movement training in 3 ways; 
      * technically, artistically and creatively.  
      * a concept theme links the 3 parts into a lesson unit  
      * each team trains their body to be an instrument to reach their highest potential technically,  
         artistically and creatively  
      * each team choses the point their training ends. 
      * lessons explore movement by relationships to Space (the Presentation Space), Time (the  
         musical choice and the team's rhythm) and Energy (the go-power of movement and time  
          fused to make the dynamic of movement.)   
 
The first movement experience is technical relative to the reference positions. 
         *  everyone looks similar; accuracy is by nature imitative. 
         *  expressing movement artistically is changing executed movement conceptually. 
         *  expressed movement has an intent and relates rhythmically, dynamically and      
             spatially to the Presentation Space.  
 
Note: This is artistry.  Teams will be unique and different artistically and creatively when 
lessons are approached conceptually.  Concept-based classes move, smoothly and 
easily, from warm up to the final creative work discussion.  The final discussion is 
necessary to assimilate the concept internally.  Once internalized, concepts are used 
unconsciously.  Students may not be able to verbalize the concepts but without realizing 
it, they do understand and use the concepts as creative tools. 
 
The many choices in freestyle can be overwhelming.  The concepts are artistic and creative 
tools and guides, creating a road map through the creative landscape.  They are not rules, they 
are a way to decide and to make choices.  DogWork introduces concepts experientially.  
Creative and artistic experiences offer possibilities to explore and use movement material 
effectively.  Concepts release teams from the accuracy of execution to freely choose.   
 
 
This is the FREE in Freestyle to: 
      *  choose freely,  
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      *. explore the possibilities conceptually  
      *  trust intuitively to make choices.   
Each level of training is  
     *  a progression, a tested artistically and creatively, 
     *  by a performance of the team's crafted choreography with music 
 
  Note: The team's movement vocabulary is the raw material conceptually tooled to 
express the team's artistry and creativity in performance of their conceptually crafted 
performance vehicle, The Presentation.  Each Presentation tests the team's training to 
fulfill the definition in relationship to one of the four levels of training.  
    
Each Freestyle Presentation conceptually communicates in an artistic and creative manner: 
      *   the value of training 
      *   the joyful relationship of the team   
      *   the dog's best attributes  
      *   fulfillment of the discipline's definition, rules, and objectives.     
 
Note: Choreography organizes movement with music to fulfill and validate the sport and 
the training technique.  Concepts help make that happen technically, artistically and 
creatively along with the 3 I's; inspiration, intention and imagination.   
 

 
GENERAL CONCEPTS 

 
 

1.   Every human and animal has a unique way to move. 
          *  Bodies express behaviors and attitudes 
          *  Movement becomes a means of identification and expression    
 
2.   Every movement made by a human or an animal has: 
           *  A design in space called a shape 
           *  A relationship to other objects in space, time, and energy. 
 
 3.   All movements, static or moving, create a visual image or shape;   
          *  as a balanced design   
          *  pleasing to the eye 
          *  with a behavioral focus and/or intent 
          *  implying movement qualities even in stillness. 
 
 4.   To be creative one must have a reason or a focus 
 
5.   Spectators prefer to understand the organization of any movement or action they are   
      watching.             
 
6.   The eye sees before the ear hears. 
 
7.   Spectators see movement performances such as CanineFreestyle  
      DogWork® as: 
           *   organized sequences of movement shapes 
           *   with constantly changing shapes 
           *   movement integrated with music 
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           *   everything is balanced; choreography, music, dynamics, intent and purpose.  
 
8   Everything in life has a rhythm  
 
9.   Every movement has an energy flow and when fused with time is called dynamic. 
   
10. Movements to be performed in an artistic and creative manner require a specific attitude or      
      behavior called work or performance mode  
      * visually different from everyday or pedestrian movement. 
 
11. Teams are single units no matter the number of members. 
      *  each team member is a part of the whole team design 
      *  creating a single visual image of the team as a shape in a performance space. 
 
12. Each member of a team has a role or responsibility.  As a team they work as one to: 
       *  achieve a common goal;  
       *. each trusts the other members' commitment to a common goal/objective 
       *  In CanineFreestyle DogWork® a team is a dog and a human  
       *  neither can produce the work without the other. 
       *  each is 1/2 of the whole team image/design 
       *  team, visually expressed, is a single balanced and harmonious shape. 
 
13. Music is organized rhythmically; time expressed as rhythm is the great organizer. 
     *  rhythm creates order from chaos  
     *  draws spectators' eyes to movement rhythmically focused 
     *  clarifies the intent of the movement phrase/design as a time relationship 
 
14. Music guides the natural flow of movement phrases and supports the unity and continuity of   
      the choreography.  
 
15. The BPM of the dog and its relationship with the underlining beat of the musical choice 
      *   maintains focus on the dog and/or the team. 
      *   clarifies the focus and emphasizes the relationships to Federation rules and definition 
      *   movement shapes and designs illustrate appropriateness, musicality and/or suitability of  
           music choice relative to objective and/or intent of the Presentation.  
 
16. There are two types of rhythm, metric and free 
       *  free is a duration measurement, a regularity of time without a conscious beat such as  
           seasons, an arm gesture, a sunset,  
       *   metric is a measurable unit of rhythmic beats such as the steady, even trot of the dog, or  
            footsteps 
 
17.  Choreography with Music: 
      *   supports the continuity and natural flow of movement shapes/designs 
      *   enhances and emphasizes the choreographic structure  
      *   unifies crafted movement with the musical choice to create unity, giving wholeness to the  
          Presentation  
      *  tests movement as a creative and artistic medium in performance before others  
      *  illustrates the relationship of a dog and human team working and training artistically and  
         creatively.    
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18. Appropriate attire enhances and complements a presentation 
 
19. Everything is changed by what is beside it.   
 

MOVEMENT 
 
 

1. All movement behaviors are combinations of bending (flexing), twisting (rotating), or    
stretching(extending)  

 
2. Movements move forward, backward, sideward and around: 
      * at all rhythms, speeds, gaits or tempos, from stillness through slow to fast, 
      * at levels from the ground, up as high and as low as possible for team members.       
 
3. Movement behaviors held in stillness are: 
       * movement caught between coming or going. 
       * a DogWork action/intent caught and suspended in a moment of time 
 
4. Movement presented artistically requires a specific attitude or behavior.  Team members   
    visibly illustrate an image of oneness  
       *   a single entity, in a balanced and harmonious shape   
       *   a visual image; each member 1/2 of the whole design 
 
5. Movement technically executed has a relationship to: 
       * reference positions front, heel or thunder.   
       * accuracy 
       * conceptual relationship to expressing and crafting movement 
  
  6. Executed movement must be changed, conceptually transformed, before an intent can be  
      expressed artistically or crafted creatively. 
 
7. To express and communicate purpose, objective, and/or intent movement becomes a  
     language, an expressive medium, used to creatively craft choreography and to perform  
     artistically 
 
8. Teams cannot see themselves.   
       * they are the shape; sensing performance kinesthetically 
       * they are visually dependent upon observers.   
       * observers become interested and involved relative to their perceived mental, visual,  
          kinesthetic and emotional experiences. 
 

  ARTISTRY 
 
1. Artistry requires a trained technical skill before the skill can be crafted conceptually to:       
        *  express an intent, inspiration or objective.  
        *  both members of the team must be technically trained to move in reference positions     
        *  before expressing movement behaviors artistically       
 
2. Artistry is a trained performance skill  
 
3. Movement behaviors artistically expressed are: 
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       * a non-verbal form of communication 
       * related to focus, intent, purpose and inspiration. 
 
4. Artistry is movement expressed through time, space and energy relationships 
     * artistry clarifies movement expressed with an intent  
     * movement is a form of non-verbal language, a medium clarifying intent and objective 
 
5. Artistic Expression is tested live before spectators 
 
6.  Artistry in DogWork has 4 movement characteristics: 
         * shape(space), rhythm(time), dynamics(energy) and intent/motivation. 
         * artistry is dependent on a balance of the 4 characteristics; if only two elements are       
           shown, the artistry of the performance is seriously impaired. 
 
7.  Focus is artistically expressed through the dynamics of the movement communicating       
     the intent or the reason for the Presentation 
 
8.  Expressing movement artistically is a trainable skill.   
      * artistry clarifies purpose and intents   
 

 
CREATIVITY 

 
1.   Choreography has: 
       * unity; movement and music unite/fuse to create a unified whole.  
       * continuity, the smooth and even flow of movement from the opening to closing shape  
          unfolding in a seamless flow of natural movement; one inspiration, one objective  
       * repetition of shapes or phrases with interesting variations directional changes,  
           sequencing, and/or rhythms, maintain spectator interest  
       *  contrasts maintain spectator involvement preventing boredom  
       *  transitions connect each choreographic part fusing movement and music to give the  
          work wholeness   
       *  the continuity of the objective and intents maintains a smooth and easy flow from opening   
           to closing shape  
       * The choreography, music and movement, have a single unified purpose; a new  whole 
          presenting a steady even flow of natural and organic movement  
 
2. Movement designs with the musical harmonies support and enhance choreography and  
    complement artistic expression. 
 
3.  In DogWork, Choreography is always with music not to music.   
 
4. Choreography to music results in a different focus 
 
5. The movement phrase, choreography's building block, have: 
      * an opening shape, a middle action, and a natural drawing to close shape; to begin again  
        or to start a new phrase   
      * concepts add  clarity and organization to Presentations  
      * organic or natural movement guides DogWork movement 
    
6.   The presentation space has 6 strong areas  
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      *   Center is strongest 
      *   the upper corners on either side are 2nd  
      *   the lower corners as 3rd  
      *   4th is center back & 5th is center front 
      *   6th is the mid points on the sides 
 
7. All other areas in the presentation space  are  
    regarded as weak and usually are used for  
    transitions but not necessarily. 
 
8. Overuse of a specific location, line or   
    movement is unimaginative and boring and  
    the value of the relationship is changed to a  

    lesser value.       
 
9. Every Presentation     
    Space in DogWork has  
    a designated front, back and   
    2 sides including the floor and ceiling to    
    create a 3 dimensional space to judge artistic relationships. 
 
 
 

 
 
  10. There are two types of lines, straight and curved.   
        Floor patterns are invisible lines, pathways on the  
        presentation floor; the lines, like locations, have  
        aesthetic values based on the spectator's point of  
        view.  Lines moving 
          * straight forward or backward and down the center  
             is the most powerful 
          * 2nd is moving forward diagonally from the right or  
             left upper corner  
          * 3rd is moving from the right or left front corner   
            diagonally to the back corner  
          * 4th is side to side or laterally 
          * 5th is around  
 
   11. Visual images are distorted or obliterated by improper  
          choices of location or direction.      
            * important considerations maximizing strengths and minimizing  
              weaknesses 
 
  12. Keep the structure of the choreography simple 
        * the phrase is the building block of choreography; similar to a sentence.    
        * similar phrases become parts clarifying intents. 
        * Choreography has an opening and a closing shape.  
        * Novice Levels I, II A and B have 3 parts, a beginning, a middle and an end. 
       * Advanced Levels also have unity, continuity, repetition, contrasts and transition.   
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        * Music and choreography have formatting and structural relationships 
 
13.  Movement material is crafted by: 
        * Fragmentation-breaking the movement combination down to its smallest individual   
           movement and changing the sequence /order and  
           developing the phrase in different manner to focus the intent differently. 
         * Augmentation- adding to the number of times a single step is done, or movement  
            combinations varying the number as the phrase is developed. 
          * tempo changes within the phrase or for the whole phrase repeated  
          *  variations with directional changes 
          *  Reversing the phrase-start from the end and go forward.    
   
14.   Choreography must honor and respect  
     *    the dog and the team, as a single entity 
     *   composers, arrangers, performers/instrumentalists of the music selected  
 
15.   Honor and respect 
     *   The spectators for their knowledge, perceptions and involvement  
     *   Judges for their fairness, training, experience and knowledge.  Remember they are 
spectators first.  
 
These are the concepts generally used; there are others.  Most concepts are common sense in 
today's world.  We understand them but we cannot articulate them.  These concepts are 
selected to aid and support  
     *   creative work, 
     *   artistic performance 
     *   training as a team technically, creatively and artistically 
 
  
 
 
CanineFreestyle DogWork® is training movement as: 
     *    a skill,  
     *    a creative and artistic medium for choreography 
     *    artistically expressed, as a non-verbal language when performed.    
 
 Our canine partners know us by reading our movements.  Freestyle is about learning to 
communicate through movement. The dog's movement and attributes are shared in a working 
relationship.  As partners, we share by: 
     *    learning to enhance the dog's movement   
     *    creating a single entity, the team  
     *    honoring and respecting  each other as team mates 
     *    trusting that each is willing to share and to be responsive working together with a 
common goal 
     *    training to reach their highest potential technically, creatively and artistically as a team 
     *    visually expressing the joy of working together and illustrating by design, the oneness of 
DogWork teams.  Each team is artistically expressed as a single entity.  
     *    training and working with honor and respect throughout     
 

Quotes: 
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" We don't receive wisdom; we must discover it for ourselves after a journey that no one can 
take for us or spare us." 
 
  Marcel Proust  
 
" Imagination allows us to escape the predictable.  It enables us to reply to the common wisdom 
that we cannot soar by saying "Just watch! " 
 
Bill Bradley 
   
 
"Movement and music must be in perfect harmony.  Every movement and every shape must 
have a rhythmic justification.  If this relationship is carried out correctly, movement and music 
cease to be separated entities.  They become the art of dance."   (An explanation of "With") 
 
Richard Wagner 
   
 
 
  


